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LSSD Students Join Forces in Gay Straight Alliance
By Kitty Mayo
Students at the Two Harbors
High School now have an opportunity to participate in a Gay
Straight Alliance (GSA) group
that can help improve mental
health outcomes for all students.
THHS Principal Jay Belcastro
says that the GSA provides students with an opportunity to have
a myriad of conversations in an

environment that is safe and supervised.
“We want to build an environment at the school that all folks
not discriminated against because
of their background, political
ideas, or sexual orientation and
feel safe. It's a way for us to understand their needs, what the
group needs to feel supported, or

if there is discrimination going
on. This gives them the medium
to communicate the impact in our
school from their perspective,”
said Belcastro.
Student-led GSAs supporting
LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer) students are reported in schools in at
least 40 states.

According to an article in
Smithsonian magazine, all students reap mental health benefits
of having a GSA at their school.
A study out of British Columbia,
Canada concluded that suicidal
thinking and suicide attempts in
straight male students were cut
in half in schools with a GSA
group. The thinking is that while
LSSD Continued on page 7

New Shop is the Bee's Knees
By Kitty Mayo
Kathy Ruberg and Louise Fransen are calling their new gift shop in Two Harbors “The
Bee's Knees”, and if there's any confusion
about what that means, you will find it
spelled out on the wall by the cash register.
Bee's Knees: a. The highest quality, b.
Sweet and good like nectar that sticks to a
bee's knees, c. a highly admired thing, ie.
The Cat's Meow, English slang first used in
the 1920's.
Co-owners of The Bee's Knees, Ruberg
and Fransen are calling it a “very general
gift shop”, and are not only putting what
they think customers will appreciate on the
shelves, they also are expressing their own
personalities with their choices.
Friends since their children of similar ages
were young, going back 40 years, Fransen
and Ruberg even have the shared history of
two of their kids dating in high school.
Through all of their life experiences and
changes, they say they have grown increasingly closer during the last 20 years.
A complementary pair, the two women
tease each other gently, laugh often, and
never stop voicing their opinions in the
kindest possible way, even when they differ.
“They say you shouldn't do business with
your best friend,” said Fransen.
“And we've had some bumps in the road,”
Ruberg said.
“But it'll be okay, we've talked all about it,
and we'll stay friends through whatever happens,” finished Fransen.
With the closing of several gift stores in
Two Harbors in recent years, the pair says
that they felt that a new gift store was
needed.
Fransen makes quilts, and Ruberg is the
creator of fleece throws, though both women
are fully capable of branching out into a variety of creative expressions when the mood
moves them.
A combination of market-purchased and
locally made goods, The Bee's Knees covers
a lot of territory.
“Our tastes (Louise and Kathy) are so different, that's what makes it good,” Ruberg
said.
Loosely organized into sections, customers
will find an assortment of items they might
expect, like jewelry, cards, refrigerator mag-

nets, mugs, and north shore
souvenirs. However, spend a
little time and you will soon
notice that this shop has a
thread of uniqueness running
through it.
Scattered throughout the
store are handmade and locally
influenced articles. You will
find Pick and Shovel Wear,
northern-Minnesota themed
clothing from Jeff Wright,
originally from the northland,
and the cutest doggie accessories you've ever seen from local Amy Jussila, among others.
Fransen's granddaughter
makes a contribution with your
positive-messages-via-T-shirt
collection.
Just around the corner from
there you will come to the garden area, replete with a running fountain to add to the
welcoming air of the place.
“North country and Minnesota
theme”, “Birds and Bees”,
“Dogs and Cats”, and now
you'll make your way to the
generous toy section to meet
all the family's interests.

Kathy Ruberg and Louise Fransen at the new shop:
The Bee’s Knees. (Photo by Christian Dalbec)

That path leads you to the
most distinctive array of the Bee's Knees offerings: The Wall of Quilts and Fleece
Throws.
Admitting that finding a venue to display
her splendorous hand sewn quilts for sale
was a main motivator for partnering in the
shop, Fransen's quilts and Ruberg's colorful
and cozy throws create an artistic backdrop
for the entire shop.
The former Agate City building has now
been remodeled into two shops, with The
Bee's Knees renting and occupying one side,
and the Lynch's Agate City now scaled back
to the other half of the building.
Agate City, owned by Nancy and Bob
Lynch, has been an icon in Two Harbors
since 1962 when Nancy's grandfather first
opened shop. Recently, the Lynch's put the
rock up for sale, planning to retire, but when
no promising buyers appears they revamped
their vision.
“We owned businesses before, and I
missed it a lot. The people that come in are
happy, they want to talk, and they come
from everywhere,” said Ruberg.

Ruberg was the owner of Sweet Peas from
2001 to 2005, and Fransen retired from her
cafe Louise's Place a little over three years
ago.
Fransen, an extremely energetic individual
has a unique view on retirement, saying that
the “late” hours of the new shop, which will
open at 9:30 am, count as being retired in
her book.
“I want to be retired, coming in as late as
9:30 in the morning is being retired to me,”
says Fransen with a twinkle in her eye.
As the shop develops, Fransen and Ruberg
are hoping to add more local items on consignment, especially items that are unique
and one-of-a-kind.
The Bee's Knees will open on Friday,
April 5th, with plans to be open daily from
9:30 am to 5:00 pm throughout the busy
warm months. Plans for winter hours will be
determined based on what customer flow
looks like at that time. You can find The
Bee's Knees on Facebook, with a website
under development.
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